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Abstract—In this paper, we show the application of numerical7
simulation for the virtual testing of a very complex system under8
high-intensity radiated fields (HIRF) conditions. Numerical results9
have been compared to measurements performed on a C-295 air-10
craft. The approach is based on the use of multiple tools for the11
preprocessing, computation, and postprocessing, all of them in-12
tegrated under the same framework. This study is a part of the13
HIRF SE project, and the final step for the validation of the tools14
involved there, to introduce the use of simulation in the whole air-15
craft certification process in an HIRF environment. The main goal16
of the project is to provide the aeronautic industry with a numerical17
modeling computing framework, which could be used to predict18
the electromagnetic performance, and to carry out parametrical19
studies during the design phase, when changes are simpler and less20
costly. It could also lead in the future to a considerable reduction on21
the certification/qualification testing phase on air vehicles, to cross22
validate the results obtained from measurement and simulation23
providing best confidence in them, and to attain a more exhaustive24
analysis to achieve a higher level in the air vehicle safety.25

Index Terms—Electromagnetic (EM), electromagnetic compat-26
ibility (EMC), feature selective validation (FSV), finite difference27
time domain (FDTD), high-intensity radiated fields (HIRF), low-28
level swept fields (LLSF), oversized cavity theory (OCT), per-29
fect electric conductor (PEC), radio frequency (RF), time domain30
analysis.31

I. INTRODUCTION32

THE increment in the use of electronics and complexity33

in modern aircrafts, and the expanded use of the spec-34
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trum worldwide, makes the topic of susceptibility under high- 35

intensity radiated fields (HIRF) conditions a key issue for the 36

certification of any air vehicle. The traditional approach to tackle 37

this electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) problem is based 38

mainly on testing. This approach presents some limitations due 39

to the complexity of the systems, sizes, and strong require- 40

ments, defined in terms of frequency bands and electrical field 41

levels [1]. The development of efficient algorithms and methods 42

able to deal with electrically large structures, and the expo- 43

nential growth of computational capabilities, make it possible 44

to estimate transfer functions between incident electromagnetic 45

(EM) fields and internal fields, or induced currents on bundles. 46

This technology, not only can save a lot of time and cost in 47

the certification process of an aircraft, but it can also be very 48

useful during the whole life of a system; design, development, 49

certification, upgrading or maintenance phases, increasing the 50

safety of the current approach. 51

In this context, the European FP7 HIRF-SE project [2] is in- 52

tended to provide the aeronautics industry with a synthetic en- 53

vironment integrated by a numerical simulation tool set (finite 54

difference time domain (FDTD), method of moments (MoM), 55

multitransmission line network (MTLN), material modeling tool 56

(MMT), etc.), preprocessing tools, such as meshers, and post- 57

processing tools (FFT, filters, feature selective validation (FSV) 58

tool, etc.). This project agglutinates 44 partners, including air- 59

framers, national certification agencies, test-houses, commercial 60

and university software houses, etc. One output of the project is 61

a group of tools that work inside the same framework providing 62

two key capabilities. On one hand, the tools can exchange data 63

to perform the different phases of a specific simulation. On the 64

other hand, the results from each particular tool can be used as 65

inputs for other solvers in order to perform a better suited sim- 66

ulation to take into account the complexity of a real scenario. 67

The frequency spectrum of HIRF threats ranges from 10 kHz– 68

40 GHz. Below 400 MHz, the dominant effect comes from 69

the excitation of airframe resonances, inducing currents on the 70

cable bundles of the aircraft. The penetration of the electric 71

field into the equipment bays via gaps, seams, RF transparent 72

materials. and apertures in the airframe structure and equipment 73

enclosures, begins to increase its influence above 100 MHz. 74

This energy, coming from the bundles into the equipments in 75

the first case, or EM fields at wavelengths comparable to the 76

equipment sizes in the second one, interacts directly with the 77

avionics, being a source of malfunctions. 78
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A validation road map has been defined inside the HIRF-79

SE project, to assess the capabilities of the different tools and80

methods, and to ensure their correct application. This road map81

is based on three levels. In the first level, numerical test cases82

have been defined and solved with different methods and tools,83

finding basically code-to-code cross comparison and validation84

[3]–[6]. The second step is based on checking the validity of85

the codes to simulate more complex test cases, some of them86

representing real configurations, such as aeronautic structures,87

materials and bundles, by comparing experimental data with88

numerical results [7]–[9]. And finally, the third level performs89

a final validation by comparisons of results on real air vehicle90

test cases, and also addresses the application of the HIRF-SE91

framework in a certification process.92

In this study, we present the final step where some of the93

methods and tools, already validated at first and second levels94

under HIRF-SE, are applied on a real aircraft. For that purpose,95

we use the Airbus Military C-295, for which low-level swept96

fields (LLSF) measurements exist.1 We compare with simula-97

tion results found with two numerical methods to address the full98

frequency band: the FDTD tool by the UGR (UGRFDTD) [11]99

for low and intermediate frequencies, and a power balance [12],100

[13] technique by IDS (IDSOCT) for high frequency. Results101

serve to validate the road map defined under the HIRF-SE102

project for HIRF assessment by numerical techniques. When-103

ever the simulation results are good or conservative, they could104

be used for reducing the amount of tests during a certification105

process.106

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, a de-107

scription of the C-295 aircraft and details about the starting108

point and available information is presented, regarding mea-109

surements and CAD information. Second, details about the EM110

numerical modeling of the problem are provided. Finally, we111

show a comparison of measurements and simulations, applying112

both HIRF-SE pass/fail criterion and the IEEE standard FSV113

method [14].114

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM115

The C-295 aircraft is a medium-weight transport aircraft, cer-116

tified FAR-25 by FAA, the DGAC and the INTA airworthiness117

authorities. The airframe structure is mainly metallic, providing118

the first layer of protection from external EM sources. Each in-119

dividual conductive structure component is required to have a120

low-impedance electrical bond in order to maintain an electri-121

cally homogeneous structure. Leakage of EM fields and currents122

may still occur due to apertures around hatches, joints, hinges123

and use of nonconductive materials in components such as win-124

dows, radomes, and fairings.125

1LLSF procedure is used to measure the transfer function relating external RF
fields to the internal RF fields. The test is conducted for several aircraft orienta-
tions and field polarizations to produce the worst case of the transfer functions
for the bay being illuminated. These transfer functions can then be scaled to
predict the field environment when the aircraft is exposed to the appropriate
external HIRF environment to assess whether the internal HIRF electric fields
comply with the specifications for maximum levels of the integrated systems [1],
[10].

Fig. 1. LLSF tests at airbus military open-area test-site facility.

Fig. 2. Electric field measurements during LLSF tests.
Q1

The materials in use in the C-295 aircraft are standard aero- 126

nautic materials. The main conductive materials used (compliant 127

with [15]) are as follows: 128

1) aluminum alloys: 2024, 6061, 7075, 7050; 129

2) ferrous alloys: DAISI 4340, AISI 321, PH 13-8Mo; 130

3) titanium alloys: Ti6Al4V. 131

Additionally, composite materials are also used in the air- 132

craft manufacturing such as carbon fiber and fiberglass (e.g., 133

the radome is a sandwich-type structure with outer fiberglass 134

laminates). 135

The LLSF test was performed in an open-area test-site 136

(OATS) facility, by illuminating the aircraft with antennas for 137

the frequency band between 100 MHz and 18 GHz. The aircraft 138

is positioned in a location at least as far as 50 m from any source 139

of electrical or electromechanical noise, and far away from any 140

obstacle that can produce any undesired reflection (see Fig. 1). 141

A. Measurements 142

Measurements of LLSF according to EUROCAE ED-107 [1], 143

[10] have been performed by Airbus Military personnel in their 144

c82202
(see Figs. 1 and 2).

c82202
(see Figs. 1 and 2).

c82202
Airbus Military

c82202

c82202
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OATS facility located in Getafe (Spain). It is a circular platform145

90 m in diameter made of concrete with an embedded metallic146

ground plane.147

Before the test, the electric field level has been measured at148

the observation points but without the aircraft, obtaining the149

calibration field level. Then, the aircraft has been placed at150

the OATS and the electric field level at six test points have151

been measured and normalized to the calibration field. Two test152

points are located in the cockpit, three in the cargo bay and153

one in the engine. Each zone has been illuminated from several154

angles and two polarizations so as to find the worst possible155

scenario, with regard to the energy coupling through apertures156

or slots. The worst case results from all illumination angles,157

both polarizations, and the points located at the same zone,158

have been calculated.2 The attenuation transfer functions for159

each zone have been used to be compared with the simulation160

results.161

B. CAD Data and Defeaturing162

The model is obtained from the aircraft digital mock up. An163

image of the C-295 digital mock-up can be seen in Fig. 3(a).164

However, the complexity of the full CATIA (computer-aided165

three-dimensional interactive application, property of Dassault166

Systèmes) model is unaffordable and unnecessary for EM sim-167

ulation purposes. Therefore, a simplification is needed to get a168

model simple enough to be meshed and computed, retaining all169

the internal/external details to be representative from the EM170

point of view. Taking that into account, the simplification is a171

crucial task consisting in the elimination of very small parts and172

details like holes, bolts, or nuts, or the redefinition of complex173

surfaces, for which the engineer experience plays a fundamen-174

tal role [16]. Fig. 3(b) illustrates the result of the simplification175

process in the C-295 aircraft. Whereas the original model size is176

around 14 GB (unmanageable for an average PC), the simplified177

model is around 30 MB, small enough to be manipulated in a178

PC, and, at the same time, containing all the relevant details so179

as to be electromagnetically representative.180

Since the C-295 aircraft is mainly made of metallic materials,181

it can be considered for EM simulations as perfect electric con-182

ductor (PEC) surfaces. Engine nacelles are made of a multilay-183

ered carbon fiber with aluminum foil which has been modeled184

as PEC with perfect continuity between panels, since it has a185

high shielding effectiveness, and the main entry points of these186

cavities are other than the connections between different pieces.187

The same approach has been considered for other parts made188

of carbon fiber or fiber glass with aluminum foil located in the189

center wing, the landing gear sponsons or small pieces in the190

stabilizers or wings. The total amount of composite materials191

composing the C-295 aircraft is no more than 20%. Dielectrics192

with no losses, such as fiberglass parts, have been eliminated193

from the EM model. For high-frequency simulations performed194

with OCT, some absorbing volumes have been introduced as a195

model for the seats in the cockpit, and for the nonmetallic pipes196

in the engine.197

2This is the maximum value frequency-by-frequency of all the curves under
consideration, resulting the envelope of all of them.

Fig. 3. (a) Isometric view of the C-295 digital mock-up with a detailed view
of the cockpit. (b) C-295 simplified geometry with a detailed view of the cockpit
(aerodynamic surfaces are depicted with a degree of transparency to allow the
observation of the internal surfaces).

This simplified model made of metallic surfaces has been used 198

for low-medium frequency simulations carried out with FDTD 199

method between 100 MHz and 1 GHz. It has also been used 200

in order to easily extract the volumes and surfaces required by 201

power balance technique to perform high-frequency simulations 202

between 1 and 18 GHz. 203

III. EM MODELING 204

Following the road-map defined inside the HIRF-SE project, 205

numerical models of the C-295 aircraft have been prepared to 206

work with the UGRFDTD code for low and medium frequencies 207

and the IDSOCT code for high frequencies. A validation of the 208

obtained results has been performed with respect to experimen- 209

tal data. 210

A. Low-Medium Frequency Model 211

The UGRFDTD [11] code has been used for simulating the 212

frequency range between 100 MHz and 1 GHz. It is a time- 213

domain 3-D full-wave method based in Yee classical FDTD 214

method [17] with MTLN extensions for cable bundle treatment 215
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Fig. 4. C-295 cockpit unstructured mesh.

Fig. 5. Cartesian mesh of the engine and central fuselage external geometry.

[18]. The model has been built using GiD [19] and NASH [20]216

utilities. Further details of these (and other) tools used for the217

simulations are beyond the scope of this paper and provided in218

the references.219

The first step consists on generating IGES files from the220

simplified CAD models, which are imported into GiD to obtain221

an unstructured mesh. In this case, a size of 20 mm has been222

used for the unstructured mesh.3 A detailed view of the C-295223

cockpit unstructured mesh appears in Fig. 4.224

Second, from the unstructured mesh, a Cartesian mesh with225

uniform space steps in the three directions is created by using226

the NASH FDTD mesher. Reaching a compromise is necessary227

to select the cell size since it should be small enough to repre-228

sent properly the relevant details of the structure and to solve229

the highest frequency of interest, and big enough to have a com-230

putationally affordable number of cells. In this case, a cell size231

of 20 mm has been selected, which has led to a total size of the232

grid of 734 Mcells (1228 × 1307 × 459). The quality of the233

Cartesian mesh can be seen in Fig. 5.234

3Triangular elements are required (2087909 triangles in total) for PEC
surfaces.

Finally, a simulation for each configuration is performed 235

using the UGRFDTD code [11]. The time step has been se- 236

lected at 80% of the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy stability con- 237

dition (30 ps) [21]. The space and time steps properly sample 238

wavelengths and frequencies up to 1 GHz. The observables have 239

been recorded for each time step. The boundary conditions have 240

been set to perfect matching layer (PML) with eight cells, ex- 241

cept for the lower Z-plane, where a PEC condition has been 242

used to model the metallic ground plane of the OATS facility. 243

The waveform of the plane wave illuminating the aircraft has 244

been a modulated Gaussian pulse. 245

Taking into account the relationship between the distance 246

from the illuminating antennas to the aircraft (10 m), and the size 247

of the aircraft area being illuminated, the incident field can be 248

considered to be in the far field for the measured frequency band 249

(100 MHz to 18 GHz). Therefore a plane-wave illumination can 250

be used instead of the actual test setup, with the subsequent 251

computational resources savings (a deeper discussion on this is 252

found in [7]). 253

B. High-Frequency Model 254

The IDSOCT code has been used for simulating the fre- 255

quency range between 1 and 18 GHz. This method is based 256

on oversized cavity theory (OCT) which belongs to the power 257

balance approaches applicable to high-frequency modeling of 258

quasi-cavity enclosures [12], [13]. 259

Provided that some conditions about frequency, volumes, and 260

Q factor of the enclosure are satisfied, it is demonstrated that 261

the internal EM field distribution is statistically homogeneous, 262

and follows some known statistical distributions (depending on 263

the observable). 264

IDSOCT verifies the existence of such conditions in all dif- 265

ferent regions of the model, and calculates the parameters of the 266

statistical distributions at them. From these, it is possible to ex- 267

tract the data of interest for the EMC problem. IDSOCT defines 268

the characteristics of all the cavities in the aircraft including 269

their volume, surface of the walls, surface of apertures, external 270

sources, lossy objects, etc. In general, the cavities correspond to 271

the different compartments of the aircraft. The panels represent 272

the walls of those compartments. The apertures are the different 273

holes, gaps, slots, etc., on the walls connecting a compartment 274

to other ones, or to the exterior. And, the lossy objects replace 275

the lossy materials existing within each compartment. 276

For the C-295 aircraft, all the geometrical parameters have 277

been obtained from the simplified model using the measure- 278

ment tools provided by CATIA V5. The resulting model com- 279

prises 17 cavities, 89 panels, 175 apertures, and 23 lossy objects. 280

An external source corresponding to an impinging plane-wave 281

of 1 V/m has been applied to each exterior aperture being il- 282

luminated from each illumination angle and field orientation, 283

with respect to the apertures. The compartments where the field 284

has been measured are the cockpit, the cargo bay, and the en- 285

gine (the rest of the cavities have also been included, to take 286

into account the connections between those ones, and/or to the 287

exterior). 288
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IV. PASS/FAIL CRITERION289

A pass/fail criterion (PFC) has been defined within the project290

consortium, taking into account the expertise of certification291

authorities, airframers, test-houses, and simulation experts [1],292

[10], and [2]. The application of this criterion can be summarized293

as follows.294

1) A set of seven observation points occupying the volume295

of the receiving antenna is used to probe the EM field296

through an average operation. This process obtains a better297

representation of the receiving antenna used during the298

tests.299

2) A minimum of 100 frequencies per decade above 100 kHz300

equally spaced on a log scale is measured.301

3) The raw data is filtered by using an averaging bandwidth302

of 5% of the frequency of interest.303

4) The maximum value frequency-by-frequency considering304

all illumination angles and both polarizations, for each305

point, is calculated, and taken as the worst case (WC)306

results.307

5) The maximum values of the WC, within a sliding fre-308

quency window of 10% of the central frequency, are used309

to find the data envelopes. This permits to account for any310

shift in resonances between the aircraft installation and311

the modeled test setup.312

6) Finally, the value of the difference between simulation and313

measurement in dB is calculated.314

7) The data are assumed to pass the criterion if this difference315

falls below 6 dB.316

This PFC has been applied to the solvers developed under the317

HIRF-SE project in last validation phase, together with the FSV318

method (later presented), in order to perform cross comparisons319

and draw conclusions on their validity and range of application.320

A. PFC for Low-Medium Frequency4321

The numerical results for the E-fields at each test point have322

been normalized by the incident field of the plane-wave so as323

to obtain the attenuation transfer functions. Those results have324

been extrapolated to 1 V/m since the observables are the electric325

field normalized to an incident field of 1 V/m at each test point.326

Figs. 6–8 show some comparisons between the WC results of327

the measured data and the ones of the numerical results using328

the UGRFDTD code, and also the comparison between the en-329

velopes resulting from the application of the sliding frequency330

window. It can be seen that measurement and computation en-331

velopes are less than 6 dB apart for most of the frequencies.332

Table I summarizes the results for all the six points analyzed333

according to the PFC. The quality of the simulations can be334

considered good since the mean difference is close to 0 dB and335

the main deviations are located in narrow frequency bands [see336

Figs. 6 and 7(b)].337

4For all the graphs shown in this section, the vertical scale has been removed
due to nondisclosure and intellectual property rights (the missing y-axis are
always linear with ticks spaced by 0.1 V/m).

Fig. 6. (a) Comparison between measurements and simulations for the test
point 1 located in the cockpit. (b) Difference between simulation and measure-
ment and 6 dB limit.

Fig. 7. (a) Comparison between measurements and simulations for the test
point 3 located in the cargo bay. (b) Difference between simulation and mea-
surement and 6 dB limit.

B. PFC for High-Frequency Results 338

For the high-frequency range, the shielding effectiveness at 339

several points inside each cavity (for instance, the cockpit or the 340

cargo bay) has been measured. Then, the mean values from all 341

illumination angles, both polarizations and the points located at 342

the same zone have been calculated and these transfer functions 343

have been converted to E-field considering an illumination field 344
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Fig. 8. (a) Comparison between measurements and simulations for the test
point 6 located in the engine. (b) Difference between simulation and measure-
ment and 6 dB limit.

TABLE I
PFC RESULTS FOR THE UGRFDTD CODE

TABLE II
PFC RESULTS FOR THE IDSOCT CODE

of 1 V/m. For the simulations, the mean E-fields at each cavity345

for an incident field of 1 V/m have been found using IDSOCT.346

The mean values from all illumination angles and polarizations347

have been computed.348

Figs. 9–11 show the comparison between the mean and en-349

velope measured values (with the procedure described for the350

PFC to find the envelopes) and the numerical results using the351

IDSOCT code.352

Fig. 9. (a) Comparison between measurements and simulations for the
Cockpit. (b) Difference between simulation and measurement and 6 dB limit.

Fig. 10. (a) Comparison between measurements and simulations for the Cargo
Bay. (b) Difference between simulation and measurement and 6 dB limit.

Table II summarizes the results for the three zones under 353

study. Similar conclusions that for the low-medium frequency 354

case are found. 355
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Fig. 11. (a) Comparison between measurements and simulations for the
Engine. (b) Difference between simulation and measurement and 6 dB limit.

TABLE III
FSV RESULTS FOR THE UGRFDTD CODE

V. FEATURE SELECTIVE VALIDATION356

One of the most widely used validation methods in EMC is357

the feature selective validation method (FSV) [22]–[25]. It was358

developed to take into account the expertise of engineers when359

assessing comparison of numerical/experimental data. It has360

been adopted by the IEEE standard 1597.1 [14]. In this paper,361

the FSV routine from the EMC Laboratory of the University of362

L’Aquila [26] has been used for this purpose.363

The low-medium frequency simulation and measurement re-364

sults have been analyzed with FSV. Fair agreements are ob-365

tained, in general, as seen in Table III. The actual WC curves366

have been employed now, instead of the envelopes used for the367

PFC, since they fit better to FSV methodology.368

In order to provide a tentative correlation of the FSV and369

PFC ratings, let us use both methods to compare two sets of370

measurements, from two different test campaigns, performed371

with different C-295 aircrafts, and using different antennas and372

equipments. This comparison is helpful to find reference de-373

viations in the comparison of two results. Fig. 12(a) depicts374

the result of the same data processing applied to two different375

Fig. 12. (a) Comparison between two measurements on a point in the C-295
cockpit from different test campaigns. (b) Difference between the two measure-
ments and 6 dB limit.

TABLE IV
PFC RESULTS FOR TWO MEASUREMENTS FROM DIFFERENT TEST CAMPAIGNS

TABLE V
FSV RESULTS FOR TWO MEASUREMENTS FROM DIFFERENT TEST CAMPAIGNS

attenuation measurements performed on a point in the cock- 376

pit.5 Applying the PFC, the results shown in Fig. 12(b) and 377

Table IV have been obtained, finding similar differences in both 378

measurement/measurement and simulation/measurement com- 379

parisons in relation to the 6 dB limit. 380

The FSV rates for the measurement/measurement compar- 381

ison are analyzed in Table V, revealing fair or even poor 382

5Only results for a single point in the cockpit were available to make this
comparison (from 1000 to 14000 MHz).
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agreement and high spread factors, as in the case of simulation/383

measurement comparison.384

We can now extrapolate these PFC and FSV conclusions to385

the comparison of simulation with measurement data. For this386

case, like in the measurement/measurement one, fair or even387

poor agreement is found, while PFC finds matches within the388

6 dB limit for most of the frequencies. It is inevitable to con-389

clude that fair agreement for FSV could also be fully acceptable390

in both cases, since the uncertainty budget of simulations and391

measurements are in the same order of magnitude.392

We must also note that the FSV results reveal a high spread393

factor for both comparisons. High values of spread factor are394

inherent in this kind of EMC comparisons for complex electri-395

cally large structures, with wide-frequency bands spanning over396

several decades. Wide typical deviations are due to the test pro-397

cedure and the determination of the WC in shielding measure-398

ments. For this reason, we find points with excellent agreement,399

other ones with only good agreement and even points with poor400

agreement. A slight filtering is accepted by the standards, but401

the aim of the analysis is, generally, to capture the WC and402

not to average the results. Then, the comparisons must be made403

between curves with the aforementioned drawbacks.404

VI. CONCLUSION405

This paper shows a validation of a tool set that could help406

the aeronautical industry to predict the shielding effectiveness407

of aircrafts under HIRF conditions. Their application during408

the design, qualification, or certification phases, would lead to409

a significant reduction in both time and cost of the aircraft410

development, and to an improvement on the air vehicle safety.411

Two numerical simulation tools (UGRFDTD and IDSOCT)412

have been validated using LLSF measurements for a complex413

aircraft (C-295). This test case is part of the final validation414

step of the HIRF-SE project, where most outstanding Euro-415

pean airframers and EMC researchers participate. Both, the FSV416

method, and a novel PFC of ±6 dB, for postprocessed raw data,417

to compare in terms of envelopes, have been employed and cross418

compared.419

The hybrid approach presented in this paper, which is based420

on the combined use of an FDTD method for low-medium421

frequencies and a power balance technique for high frequen-422

cies, enables us to cover the whole frequency range required423

by HIRF certification authorities for LLSF test (from 100 MHz424

to 18 GHz). The use of the FDTD method can be extended up425

to higher frequencies depending on the available computational426

resources, hopefully up to frequencies for which the number of427

modes inside the geometry cavities is high enough to use the428

power balance technique with high accuracy. Then, the overlap429

of both methods permits us to predict the EM performance over430

the complete LLSF frequency band.431

Simulation results show good agreement with measurements432

for those test points which are inside cavities with big apertures,433

where the main entry points are well defined, and the lossy ob-434

jects are also well known. Differences found between 100 and435

200 MHz are apparently due to the use of plane-wave illumina-436

tion for this frequency range, where the far-field criterion is in437

its limit. In the high-frequency range, the deviations are located 438

between 1 and 1.2 GHz because the number of modes inside the 439

cavities at these frequencies is not high enough. 440

Regarding the PFC, we can state that, in general, the results 441

differ less than 6 dB for most of the frequency range, as for 442

the two measurements from different test campaigns. It means 443

that 6 dB of difference is a tight requirement and the simulation 444

results obtained in this study present good quality, and PFC is 445

useful for validating the tools that have been used on a real and 446

complex geometry. 447

As far as FSV method is concerned, both the quality and the 448

reliability of the comparisons have been evaluated as low (since 449

grade and spread factors are high) and the figures of merit show, 450

in general, only fair agreement. Taking into account that it is 451

also the case when comparing two measurements from different 452

test campaigns, we can conclude that this kind of FSV results 453

are inherent in that kind of EMC comparisons between wide 454

frequency band signals, and therefore they can be very good 455

results for that application. 456

The case analyzed in this paper has illustrated a correlation 457

between the FSV method and the PFC, that may eventually help 458

to revise the FSV standard, to provide rates closer to the experts 459

evaluation for wide-frequency band EMC problems. Fair results 460

with high spread factor have been proved to be acceptable in 461

those applications. FSV would better mirror the PFC results by, 462

for instance, giving less weight to the FDM value, even though 463

ADM have high spread, and by giving more level of importance 464

to the maximums when calculating the ADM. 465

The exercise shown in this paper is part of the demonstration 466

of the utility and limits of numerical tools in HIRF assessment. 467

It has provided a road map to create EM numerical models of 468

test setups, suitable to replace some experimental testings by 469

costless numerical simulations. The results of these validations 470

are among to those currently being proposed to international 471

aviation agencies to be accepted in certification air vehicles 472

under HIRF conditions. 473
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Abstract—In this paper, we show the application of numerical7
simulation for the virtual testing of a very complex system under8
high-intensity radiated fields (HIRF) conditions. Numerical results9
have been compared to measurements performed on a C-295 air-10
craft. The approach is based on the use of multiple tools for the11
preprocessing, computation, and postprocessing, all of them in-12
tegrated under the same framework. This study is a part of the13
HIRF SE project, and the final step for the validation of the tools14
involved there, to introduce the use of simulation in the whole air-15
craft certification process in an HIRF environment. The main goal16
of the project is to provide the aeronautic industry with a numerical17
modeling computing framework, which could be used to predict18
the electromagnetic performance, and to carry out parametrical19
studies during the design phase, when changes are simpler and less20
costly. It could also lead in the future to a considerable reduction on21
the certification/qualification testing phase on air vehicles, to cross22
validate the results obtained from measurement and simulation23
providing best confidence in them, and to attain a more exhaustive24
analysis to achieve a higher level in the air vehicle safety.25

Index Terms—Electromagnetic (EM), electromagnetic compat-26
ibility (EMC), feature selective validation (FSV), finite difference27
time domain (FDTD), high-intensity radiated fields (HIRF), low-28
level swept fields (LLSF), oversized cavity theory (OCT), per-29
fect electric conductor (PEC), radio frequency (RF), time domain30
analysis.31

I. INTRODUCTION32

THE increment in the use of electronics and complexity33

in modern aircrafts, and the expanded use of the spec-34
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trum worldwide, makes the topic of susceptibility under high- 35

intensity radiated fields (HIRF) conditions a key issue for the 36

certification of any air vehicle. The traditional approach to tackle 37

this electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) problem is based 38

mainly on testing. This approach presents some limitations due 39

to the complexity of the systems, sizes, and strong require- 40

ments, defined in terms of frequency bands and electrical field 41

levels [1]. The development of efficient algorithms and methods 42

able to deal with electrically large structures, and the expo- 43

nential growth of computational capabilities, make it possible 44

to estimate transfer functions between incident electromagnetic 45

(EM) fields and internal fields, or induced currents on bundles. 46

This technology, not only can save a lot of time and cost in 47

the certification process of an aircraft, but it can also be very 48

useful during the whole life of a system; design, development, 49

certification, upgrading or maintenance phases, increasing the 50

safety of the current approach. 51

In this context, the European FP7 HIRF-SE project [2] is in- 52

tended to provide the aeronautics industry with a synthetic en- 53

vironment integrated by a numerical simulation tool set (finite 54

difference time domain (FDTD), method of moments (MoM), 55

multitransmission line network (MTLN), material modeling tool 56

(MMT), etc.), preprocessing tools, such as meshers, and post- 57

processing tools (FFT, filters, feature selective validation (FSV) 58

tool, etc.). This project agglutinates 44 partners, including air- 59

framers, national certification agencies, test-houses, commercial 60

and university software houses, etc. One output of the project is 61

a group of tools that work inside the same framework providing 62

two key capabilities. On one hand, the tools can exchange data 63

to perform the different phases of a specific simulation. On the 64

other hand, the results from each particular tool can be used as 65

inputs for other solvers in order to perform a better suited sim- 66

ulation to take into account the complexity of a real scenario. 67

The frequency spectrum of HIRF threats ranges from 10 kHz– 68

40 GHz. Below 400 MHz, the dominant effect comes from 69

the excitation of airframe resonances, inducing currents on the 70

cable bundles of the aircraft. The penetration of the electric 71

field into the equipment bays via gaps, seams, RF transparent 72

materials. and apertures in the airframe structure and equipment 73

enclosures, begins to increase its influence above 100 MHz. 74

This energy, coming from the bundles into the equipments in 75

the first case, or EM fields at wavelengths comparable to the 76

equipment sizes in the second one, interacts directly with the 77

avionics, being a source of malfunctions. 78

0018-9375 © 2013 IEEE
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A validation road map has been defined inside the HIRF-79

SE project, to assess the capabilities of the different tools and80

methods, and to ensure their correct application. This road map81

is based on three levels. In the first level, numerical test cases82

have been defined and solved with different methods and tools,83

finding basically code-to-code cross comparison and validation84

[3]–[6]. The second step is based on checking the validity of85

the codes to simulate more complex test cases, some of them86

representing real configurations, such as aeronautic structures,87

materials and bundles, by comparing experimental data with88

numerical results [7]–[9]. And finally, the third level performs89

a final validation by comparisons of results on real air vehicle90

test cases, and also addresses the application of the HIRF-SE91

framework in a certification process.92

In this study, we present the final step where some of the93

methods and tools, already validated at first and second levels94

under HIRF-SE, are applied on a real aircraft. For that purpose,95

we use the Airbus Military C-295, for which low-level swept96

fields (LLSF) measurements exist.1 We compare with simula-97

tion results found with two numerical methods to address the full98

frequency band: the FDTD tool by the UGR (UGRFDTD) [11]99

for low and intermediate frequencies, and a power balance [12],100

[13] technique by IDS (IDSOCT) for high frequency. Results101

serve to validate the road map defined under the HIRF-SE102

project for HIRF assessment by numerical techniques. When-103

ever the simulation results are good or conservative, they could104

be used for reducing the amount of tests during a certification105

process.106

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, a de-107

scription of the C-295 aircraft and details about the starting108

point and available information is presented, regarding mea-109

surements and CAD information. Second, details about the EM110

numerical modeling of the problem are provided. Finally, we111

show a comparison of measurements and simulations, applying112

both HIRF-SE pass/fail criterion and the IEEE standard FSV113

method [14].114

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM115

The C-295 aircraft is a medium-weight transport aircraft, cer-116

tified FAR-25 by FAA, the DGAC and the INTA airworthiness117

authorities. The airframe structure is mainly metallic, providing118

the first layer of protection from external EM sources. Each in-119

dividual conductive structure component is required to have a120

low-impedance electrical bond in order to maintain an electri-121

cally homogeneous structure. Leakage of EM fields and currents122

may still occur due to apertures around hatches, joints, hinges123

and use of nonconductive materials in components such as win-124

dows, radomes, and fairings.125

1LLSF procedure is used to measure the transfer function relating external RF
fields to the internal RF fields. The test is conducted for several aircraft orienta-
tions and field polarizations to produce the worst case of the transfer functions
for the bay being illuminated. These transfer functions can then be scaled to
predict the field environment when the aircraft is exposed to the appropriate
external HIRF environment to assess whether the internal HIRF electric fields
comply with the specifications for maximum levels of the integrated systems [1],
[10].

Fig. 1. LLSF tests at airbus military open-area test-site facility.

Fig. 2. Electric field measurements during LLSF tests.
Q1

The materials in use in the C-295 aircraft are standard aero- 126

nautic materials. The main conductive materials used (compliant 127

with [15]) are as follows: 128

1) aluminum alloys: 2024, 6061, 7075, 7050; 129

2) ferrous alloys: DAISI 4340, AISI 321, PH 13-8Mo; 130

3) titanium alloys: Ti6Al4V. 131

Additionally, composite materials are also used in the air- 132

craft manufacturing such as carbon fiber and fiberglass (e.g., 133

the radome is a sandwich-type structure with outer fiberglass 134

laminates). 135

The LLSF test was performed in an open-area test-site 136

(OATS) facility, by illuminating the aircraft with antennas for 137

the frequency band between 100 MHz and 18 GHz. The aircraft 138

is positioned in a location at least as far as 50 m from any source 139

of electrical or electromechanical noise, and far away from any 140

obstacle that can produce any undesired reflection (see Fig. 1). 141

A. Measurements 142

Measurements of LLSF according to EUROCAE ED-107 [1], 143

[10] have been performed by Airbus Military personnel in their 144
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OATS facility located in Getafe (Spain). It is a circular platform145

90 m in diameter made of concrete with an embedded metallic146

ground plane.147

Before the test, the electric field level has been measured at148

the observation points but without the aircraft, obtaining the149

calibration field level. Then, the aircraft has been placed at150

the OATS and the electric field level at six test points have151

been measured and normalized to the calibration field. Two test152

points are located in the cockpit, three in the cargo bay and153

one in the engine. Each zone has been illuminated from several154

angles and two polarizations so as to find the worst possible155

scenario, with regard to the energy coupling through apertures156

or slots. The worst case results from all illumination angles,157

both polarizations, and the points located at the same zone,158

have been calculated.2 The attenuation transfer functions for159

each zone have been used to be compared with the simulation160

results.161

B. CAD Data and Defeaturing162

The model is obtained from the aircraft digital mock up. An163

image of the C-295 digital mock-up can be seen in Fig. 3(a).164

However, the complexity of the full CATIA (computer-aided165

three-dimensional interactive application, property of Dassault166

Systèmes) model is unaffordable and unnecessary for EM sim-167

ulation purposes. Therefore, a simplification is needed to get a168

model simple enough to be meshed and computed, retaining all169

the internal/external details to be representative from the EM170

point of view. Taking that into account, the simplification is a171

crucial task consisting in the elimination of very small parts and172

details like holes, bolts, or nuts, or the redefinition of complex173

surfaces, for which the engineer experience plays a fundamen-174

tal role [16]. Fig. 3(b) illustrates the result of the simplification175

process in the C-295 aircraft. Whereas the original model size is176

around 14 GB (unmanageable for an average PC), the simplified177

model is around 30 MB, small enough to be manipulated in a178

PC, and, at the same time, containing all the relevant details so179

as to be electromagnetically representative.180

Since the C-295 aircraft is mainly made of metallic materials,181

it can be considered for EM simulations as perfect electric con-182

ductor (PEC) surfaces. Engine nacelles are made of a multilay-183

ered carbon fiber with aluminum foil which has been modeled184

as PEC with perfect continuity between panels, since it has a185

high shielding effectiveness, and the main entry points of these186

cavities are other than the connections between different pieces.187

The same approach has been considered for other parts made188

of carbon fiber or fiber glass with aluminum foil located in the189

center wing, the landing gear sponsons or small pieces in the190

stabilizers or wings. The total amount of composite materials191

composing the C-295 aircraft is no more than 20%. Dielectrics192

with no losses, such as fiberglass parts, have been eliminated193

from the EM model. For high-frequency simulations performed194

with OCT, some absorbing volumes have been introduced as a195

model for the seats in the cockpit, and for the nonmetallic pipes196

in the engine.197

2This is the maximum value frequency-by-frequency of all the curves under
consideration, resulting the envelope of all of them.

Fig. 3. (a) Isometric view of the C-295 digital mock-up with a detailed view
of the cockpit. (b) C-295 simplified geometry with a detailed view of the cockpit
(aerodynamic surfaces are depicted with a degree of transparency to allow the
observation of the internal surfaces).

This simplified model made of metallic surfaces has been used 198

for low-medium frequency simulations carried out with FDTD 199

method between 100 MHz and 1 GHz. It has also been used 200

in order to easily extract the volumes and surfaces required by 201

power balance technique to perform high-frequency simulations 202

between 1 and 18 GHz. 203

III. EM MODELING 204

Following the road-map defined inside the HIRF-SE project, 205

numerical models of the C-295 aircraft have been prepared to 206

work with the UGRFDTD code for low and medium frequencies 207

and the IDSOCT code for high frequencies. A validation of the 208

obtained results has been performed with respect to experimen- 209

tal data. 210

A. Low-Medium Frequency Model 211

The UGRFDTD [11] code has been used for simulating the 212

frequency range between 100 MHz and 1 GHz. It is a time- 213

domain 3-D full-wave method based in Yee classical FDTD 214

method [17] with MTLN extensions for cable bundle treatment 215
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Fig. 4. C-295 cockpit unstructured mesh.

Fig. 5. Cartesian mesh of the engine and central fuselage external geometry.

[18]. The model has been built using GiD [19] and NASH [20]216

utilities. Further details of these (and other) tools used for the217

simulations are beyond the scope of this paper and provided in218

the references.219

The first step consists on generating IGES files from the220

simplified CAD models, which are imported into GiD to obtain221

an unstructured mesh. In this case, a size of 20 mm has been222

used for the unstructured mesh.3 A detailed view of the C-295223

cockpit unstructured mesh appears in Fig. 4.224

Second, from the unstructured mesh, a Cartesian mesh with225

uniform space steps in the three directions is created by using226

the NASH FDTD mesher. Reaching a compromise is necessary227

to select the cell size since it should be small enough to repre-228

sent properly the relevant details of the structure and to solve229

the highest frequency of interest, and big enough to have a com-230

putationally affordable number of cells. In this case, a cell size231

of 20 mm has been selected, which has led to a total size of the232

grid of 734 Mcells (1228 × 1307 × 459). The quality of the233

Cartesian mesh can be seen in Fig. 5.234

3Triangular elements are required (2087909 triangles in total) for PEC
surfaces.

Finally, a simulation for each configuration is performed 235

using the UGRFDTD code [11]. The time step has been se- 236

lected at 80% of the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy stability con- 237

dition (30 ps) [21]. The space and time steps properly sample 238

wavelengths and frequencies up to 1 GHz. The observables have 239

been recorded for each time step. The boundary conditions have 240

been set to perfect matching layer (PML) with eight cells, ex- 241

cept for the lower Z-plane, where a PEC condition has been 242

used to model the metallic ground plane of the OATS facility. 243

The waveform of the plane wave illuminating the aircraft has 244

been a modulated Gaussian pulse. 245

Taking into account the relationship between the distance 246

from the illuminating antennas to the aircraft (10 m), and the size 247

of the aircraft area being illuminated, the incident field can be 248

considered to be in the far field for the measured frequency band 249

(100 MHz to 18 GHz). Therefore a plane-wave illumination can 250

be used instead of the actual test setup, with the subsequent 251

computational resources savings (a deeper discussion on this is 252

found in [7]). 253

B. High-Frequency Model 254

The IDSOCT code has been used for simulating the fre- 255

quency range between 1 and 18 GHz. This method is based 256

on oversized cavity theory (OCT) which belongs to the power 257

balance approaches applicable to high-frequency modeling of 258

quasi-cavity enclosures [12], [13]. 259

Provided that some conditions about frequency, volumes, and 260

Q factor of the enclosure are satisfied, it is demonstrated that 261

the internal EM field distribution is statistically homogeneous, 262

and follows some known statistical distributions (depending on 263

the observable). 264

IDSOCT verifies the existence of such conditions in all dif- 265

ferent regions of the model, and calculates the parameters of the 266

statistical distributions at them. From these, it is possible to ex- 267

tract the data of interest for the EMC problem. IDSOCT defines 268

the characteristics of all the cavities in the aircraft including 269

their volume, surface of the walls, surface of apertures, external 270

sources, lossy objects, etc. In general, the cavities correspond to 271

the different compartments of the aircraft. The panels represent 272

the walls of those compartments. The apertures are the different 273

holes, gaps, slots, etc., on the walls connecting a compartment 274

to other ones, or to the exterior. And, the lossy objects replace 275

the lossy materials existing within each compartment. 276

For the C-295 aircraft, all the geometrical parameters have 277

been obtained from the simplified model using the measure- 278

ment tools provided by CATIA V5. The resulting model com- 279

prises 17 cavities, 89 panels, 175 apertures, and 23 lossy objects. 280

An external source corresponding to an impinging plane-wave 281

of 1 V/m has been applied to each exterior aperture being il- 282

luminated from each illumination angle and field orientation, 283

with respect to the apertures. The compartments where the field 284

has been measured are the cockpit, the cargo bay, and the en- 285

gine (the rest of the cavities have also been included, to take 286

into account the connections between those ones, and/or to the 287

exterior). 288
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IV. PASS/FAIL CRITERION289

A pass/fail criterion (PFC) has been defined within the project290

consortium, taking into account the expertise of certification291

authorities, airframers, test-houses, and simulation experts [1],292

[10], and [2]. The application of this criterion can be summarized293

as follows.294

1) A set of seven observation points occupying the volume295

of the receiving antenna is used to probe the EM field296

through an average operation. This process obtains a better297

representation of the receiving antenna used during the298

tests.299

2) A minimum of 100 frequencies per decade above 100 kHz300

equally spaced on a log scale is measured.301

3) The raw data is filtered by using an averaging bandwidth302

of 5% of the frequency of interest.303

4) The maximum value frequency-by-frequency considering304

all illumination angles and both polarizations, for each305

point, is calculated, and taken as the worst case (WC)306

results.307

5) The maximum values of the WC, within a sliding fre-308

quency window of 10% of the central frequency, are used309

to find the data envelopes. This permits to account for any310

shift in resonances between the aircraft installation and311

the modeled test setup.312

6) Finally, the value of the difference between simulation and313

measurement in dB is calculated.314

7) The data are assumed to pass the criterion if this difference315

falls below 6 dB.316

This PFC has been applied to the solvers developed under the317

HIRF-SE project in last validation phase, together with the FSV318

method (later presented), in order to perform cross comparisons319

and draw conclusions on their validity and range of application.320

A. PFC for Low-Medium Frequency4321

The numerical results for the E-fields at each test point have322

been normalized by the incident field of the plane-wave so as323

to obtain the attenuation transfer functions. Those results have324

been extrapolated to 1 V/m since the observables are the electric325

field normalized to an incident field of 1 V/m at each test point.326

Figs. 6–8 show some comparisons between the WC results of327

the measured data and the ones of the numerical results using328

the UGRFDTD code, and also the comparison between the en-329

velopes resulting from the application of the sliding frequency330

window. It can be seen that measurement and computation en-331

velopes are less than 6 dB apart for most of the frequencies.332

Table I summarizes the results for all the six points analyzed333

according to the PFC. The quality of the simulations can be334

considered good since the mean difference is close to 0 dB and335

the main deviations are located in narrow frequency bands [see336

Figs. 6 and 7(b)].337

4For all the graphs shown in this section, the vertical scale has been removed
due to nondisclosure and intellectual property rights (the missing y-axis are
always linear with ticks spaced by 0.1 V/m).

Fig. 6. (a) Comparison between measurements and simulations for the test
point 1 located in the cockpit. (b) Difference between simulation and measure-
ment and 6 dB limit.

Fig. 7. (a) Comparison between measurements and simulations for the test
point 3 located in the cargo bay. (b) Difference between simulation and mea-
surement and 6 dB limit.

B. PFC for High-Frequency Results 338

For the high-frequency range, the shielding effectiveness at 339

several points inside each cavity (for instance, the cockpit or the 340

cargo bay) has been measured. Then, the mean values from all 341

illumination angles, both polarizations and the points located at 342

the same zone have been calculated and these transfer functions 343

have been converted to E-field considering an illumination field 344
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Fig. 8. (a) Comparison between measurements and simulations for the test
point 6 located in the engine. (b) Difference between simulation and measure-
ment and 6 dB limit.

TABLE I
PFC RESULTS FOR THE UGRFDTD CODE

TABLE II
PFC RESULTS FOR THE IDSOCT CODE

of 1 V/m. For the simulations, the mean E-fields at each cavity345

for an incident field of 1 V/m have been found using IDSOCT.346

The mean values from all illumination angles and polarizations347

have been computed.348

Figs. 9–11 show the comparison between the mean and en-349

velope measured values (with the procedure described for the350

PFC to find the envelopes) and the numerical results using the351

IDSOCT code.352

Fig. 9. (a) Comparison between measurements and simulations for the
Cockpit. (b) Difference between simulation and measurement and 6 dB limit.

Fig. 10. (a) Comparison between measurements and simulations for the Cargo
Bay. (b) Difference between simulation and measurement and 6 dB limit.

Table II summarizes the results for the three zones under 353

study. Similar conclusions that for the low-medium frequency 354

case are found. 355
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Fig. 11. (a) Comparison between measurements and simulations for the
Engine. (b) Difference between simulation and measurement and 6 dB limit.

TABLE III
FSV RESULTS FOR THE UGRFDTD CODE

V. FEATURE SELECTIVE VALIDATION356

One of the most widely used validation methods in EMC is357

the feature selective validation method (FSV) [22]–[25]. It was358

developed to take into account the expertise of engineers when359

assessing comparison of numerical/experimental data. It has360

been adopted by the IEEE standard 1597.1 [14]. In this paper,361

the FSV routine from the EMC Laboratory of the University of362

L’Aquila [26] has been used for this purpose.363

The low-medium frequency simulation and measurement re-364

sults have been analyzed with FSV. Fair agreements are ob-365

tained, in general, as seen in Table III. The actual WC curves366

have been employed now, instead of the envelopes used for the367

PFC, since they fit better to FSV methodology.368

In order to provide a tentative correlation of the FSV and369

PFC ratings, let us use both methods to compare two sets of370

measurements, from two different test campaigns, performed371

with different C-295 aircrafts, and using different antennas and372

equipments. This comparison is helpful to find reference de-373

viations in the comparison of two results. Fig. 12(a) depicts374

the result of the same data processing applied to two different375

Fig. 12. (a) Comparison between two measurements on a point in the C-295
cockpit from different test campaigns. (b) Difference between the two measure-
ments and 6 dB limit.

TABLE IV
PFC RESULTS FOR TWO MEASUREMENTS FROM DIFFERENT TEST CAMPAIGNS

TABLE V
FSV RESULTS FOR TWO MEASUREMENTS FROM DIFFERENT TEST CAMPAIGNS

attenuation measurements performed on a point in the cock- 376

pit.5 Applying the PFC, the results shown in Fig. 12(b) and 377

Table IV have been obtained, finding similar differences in both 378

measurement/measurement and simulation/measurement com- 379

parisons in relation to the 6 dB limit. 380

The FSV rates for the measurement/measurement compar- 381

ison are analyzed in Table V, revealing fair or even poor 382

5Only results for a single point in the cockpit were available to make this
comparison (from 1000 to 14000 MHz).
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agreement and high spread factors, as in the case of simulation/383

measurement comparison.384

We can now extrapolate these PFC and FSV conclusions to385

the comparison of simulation with measurement data. For this386

case, like in the measurement/measurement one, fair or even387

poor agreement is found, while PFC finds matches within the388

6 dB limit for most of the frequencies. It is inevitable to con-389

clude that fair agreement for FSV could also be fully acceptable390

in both cases, since the uncertainty budget of simulations and391

measurements are in the same order of magnitude.392

We must also note that the FSV results reveal a high spread393

factor for both comparisons. High values of spread factor are394

inherent in this kind of EMC comparisons for complex electri-395

cally large structures, with wide-frequency bands spanning over396

several decades. Wide typical deviations are due to the test pro-397

cedure and the determination of the WC in shielding measure-398

ments. For this reason, we find points with excellent agreement,399

other ones with only good agreement and even points with poor400

agreement. A slight filtering is accepted by the standards, but401

the aim of the analysis is, generally, to capture the WC and402

not to average the results. Then, the comparisons must be made403

between curves with the aforementioned drawbacks.404

VI. CONCLUSION405

This paper shows a validation of a tool set that could help406

the aeronautical industry to predict the shielding effectiveness407

of aircrafts under HIRF conditions. Their application during408

the design, qualification, or certification phases, would lead to409

a significant reduction in both time and cost of the aircraft410

development, and to an improvement on the air vehicle safety.411

Two numerical simulation tools (UGRFDTD and IDSOCT)412

have been validated using LLSF measurements for a complex413

aircraft (C-295). This test case is part of the final validation414

step of the HIRF-SE project, where most outstanding Euro-415

pean airframers and EMC researchers participate. Both, the FSV416

method, and a novel PFC of ±6 dB, for postprocessed raw data,417

to compare in terms of envelopes, have been employed and cross418

compared.419

The hybrid approach presented in this paper, which is based420

on the combined use of an FDTD method for low-medium421

frequencies and a power balance technique for high frequen-422

cies, enables us to cover the whole frequency range required423

by HIRF certification authorities for LLSF test (from 100 MHz424

to 18 GHz). The use of the FDTD method can be extended up425

to higher frequencies depending on the available computational426

resources, hopefully up to frequencies for which the number of427

modes inside the geometry cavities is high enough to use the428

power balance technique with high accuracy. Then, the overlap429

of both methods permits us to predict the EM performance over430

the complete LLSF frequency band.431

Simulation results show good agreement with measurements432

for those test points which are inside cavities with big apertures,433

where the main entry points are well defined, and the lossy ob-434

jects are also well known. Differences found between 100 and435

200 MHz are apparently due to the use of plane-wave illumina-436

tion for this frequency range, where the far-field criterion is in437

its limit. In the high-frequency range, the deviations are located 438

between 1 and 1.2 GHz because the number of modes inside the 439

cavities at these frequencies is not high enough. 440

Regarding the PFC, we can state that, in general, the results 441

differ less than 6 dB for most of the frequency range, as for 442

the two measurements from different test campaigns. It means 443

that 6 dB of difference is a tight requirement and the simulation 444

results obtained in this study present good quality, and PFC is 445

useful for validating the tools that have been used on a real and 446

complex geometry. 447

As far as FSV method is concerned, both the quality and the 448

reliability of the comparisons have been evaluated as low (since 449

grade and spread factors are high) and the figures of merit show, 450

in general, only fair agreement. Taking into account that it is 451

also the case when comparing two measurements from different 452

test campaigns, we can conclude that this kind of FSV results 453

are inherent in that kind of EMC comparisons between wide 454

frequency band signals, and therefore they can be very good 455

results for that application. 456

The case analyzed in this paper has illustrated a correlation 457

between the FSV method and the PFC, that may eventually help 458

to revise the FSV standard, to provide rates closer to the experts 459

evaluation for wide-frequency band EMC problems. Fair results 460

with high spread factor have been proved to be acceptable in 461

those applications. FSV would better mirror the PFC results by, 462

for instance, giving less weight to the FDM value, even though 463

ADM have high spread, and by giving more level of importance 464

to the maximums when calculating the ADM. 465

The exercise shown in this paper is part of the demonstration 466

of the utility and limits of numerical tools in HIRF assessment. 467

It has provided a road map to create EM numerical models of 468

test setups, suitable to replace some experimental testings by 469

costless numerical simulations. The results of these validations 470

are among to those currently being proposed to international 471

aviation agencies to be accepted in certification air vehicles 472

under HIRF conditions. 473
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